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Capital Mysteries #13: Trapped on the D.C.
Train! - Ron Roy 2011-05-24
From popular A to Z Mysteries author Ron Roy
comes a red, white, and blue mystery perfect for
the election season! In the thirteenth book of the
Capital Mysteries—an early chapter book
mystery series featuring fun facts and famous
sites from Washington, D.C.— KC and Marshall
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

have tickets for the express train out of Union
Station. It even has a VIP car at the back for the
vice president, the kids, and the secret service
agents to travel in. But when KC and Marshall
sneak away from the secret service agents to go
exploring, someone tampers with the train! And
that someone is searching - car by car - for KC
and Marshall. There's nowhere to run! Each
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book highlights one of the famous museums,
buildings, or monuments from the Washington
area and includes a map and a two-page fun fact
spread with photographs. Parents, teachers, and
librarians agree that these highly collectible
chapter books are perfect for emerging readers
and any kid who love mysteries!
Ballpark Mysteries #13: The Capital Catch David A. Kelly 2017-03-14
Batter up! Baseball action and exciting
whodunits star in this series! Next up is
Washington D.C. and the Nationals team! Mike
and Kate are about to face their biggest, most
important mystery yet! Why? It involves the
president of the United States! The president’s
brother is a catcher on the Nationals baseball
team, and someone is stealing his equipment!
Can these super-sleuths help the commander in
chief catch a criminal? Ballpark Mysteries are
the all-star matchup of fun sleuthing and
baseball action, perfect for readers of Ron Roy’s
A to Z Mysteries and Matt Christopher’s sports
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

books, and younger siblings of Mike Lupica fans.
Each Ballpark Mystery also features Dugout
Notes, with more amazing baseball facts.
Odette's Secrets - Maryann Macdonald
2013-02-26
For Jews in Nazi-occupied Paris, every day
brings new dangers. So when Odette's father is
thrown into a work camp and the Nazis suspect
her mother of helping the Resistance, Odette is
sent to the French countryside until it is safe to
return. On the surface, Odette leads the life of a
regular girl, going to school, doing chores, even
attending Catholic masses with other children.
But inside, she is burning with secrets for the
life she left behind, and the identity she must
hide at all costs. Yet when the war ends, the cost
of keeping secrets takes an unexpected toll: can
Odette return to Paris as a Jew, or has she
changed too much? Inspired by the life of the
real Odette Meyer, this moving free-verse novel
is a story of triumph over adversity.
Elly: My True Story of the Holocaust - Elly Gross
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2010-02-01
Told in short, gripping chapters, this is an
unforgettable true story of survival. The author
was featured in Steven Spielberg's Survivors of
the Shoah Visual History Foundation. At just 15,
her mother, and brother were taken from their
Romanian town to the Auschwitz-II/Birkenau
concentration camp. When they arrived at
Auschwitz, a soldier waved Elly to the right; her
mother and brother to the left. She never saw
her family alive again. Thanks to a series of
miracles, Elly survived the Holocaust. Today she
is dedicated to keeping alive the stories of those
who did not. Elly appeared on CBS's 60 Minutes
for her involvement in bringing an important
lawsuit against Volkswagen, whose German
factory used her and other Jews as slave
laborers.
Erika's Story - Ruth Vander Zee 2013-08-13
It is the winter of 1944. In Nazi-occupied
Europe, a Jewish couple realize their fate is
sealed and make a heart-rending decision so that
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

their infant daughter might live. Ruth Vander
Zee's elegant narration and Roberto Innocenti's
searing and beautiful illustrations combine to
capture the fear, love, and sadness of a
Holocaust survivor's story.
Rules - Cynthia Lord 2008
Yellow Star - INC. SCHOLASTIC 2006
From 1939, when Sylvia is four years old, to
1945 when she has just turned ten, a Jewish girl
and her family struggle to survive in Poland's
Lodz ghetto during the Nazi occupation. Based
on the true story of the author's aunt, who later
used the name Sylvia.
Ashes of Roses - MJ Auch 2013-09-03
The honest and compelling story of a young
girl's newfound independence, from her
entrance into a new country to her frightening
involvement in the Triangle Shirtwaist Factory
Fire of 1911. My heart filled with fear and hope
at the same time. I had the feeling that I was
brought to America for a purpose. Something
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important would happen to me here. I
remembered the words of the poem, "Give me
your tired, your poor, your huddled masses . . ."
"Here we are, America," I whispered. "We're just
exactly what you ordered." When she arrives on
Ellis Island as a seventeen-year-old Irish
immigrant, Rose Nolan is looking for a land of
opportunities; what she finds is far from all she'd
dreamed. Stubborn and tenacious, she refuses to
give up. Left alone to fend for herself and her
younger sister, Rose is thrust into a hard-knock
life of tenements and factory work. When the
devastating Triangle Shirtwaist Factory Fire of
1911 rushes into Rose's life, her confusions are
brought to an all-too-painful head. To whom and
to what can she turn when everything around
her is in ashes?
Triple Trouble - Julia DeVillers 2014-01-07
While continuing to switch places in middle
school, identical twins Payton and Emma
compete with triplets Dexter, Oliver, and Asher
at the Multipalooza festival.
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

The Fairy-Tale Detectives (The Sisters
Grimm #1) - Michael Buckley 2017-05-02
Fans of fractured fairy tales will be delighted to
discover the fantasy, mystery, adventure, and
humor in the beloved New York Times
bestselling Sisters Grimm series by Michael
Buckley, now with new cover art. As featured on
NBC’s The Today Show, the nine wildly popular
books are favorites around the world. They were
among the first books to bring a distinctly girlpower spin to fairy tales—a spin taken up by hit
movies and shows TV such as Once Upon a Time,
Grimm, and Maleficent, the bestselling book
series The Land of Stories, and other. New
covers will appear on book one, The Sisters
Grimm: The Fairy-Tale Detectives; book two, The
Sisters Grimm: The Unusual Suspects; and book
three, The Sisters Grimm: The Problem Child.
Books four through nine will be available in
revised editions soon. ? In this first book in the
series, orphaned sisters Sabrina and Daphne are
sent to live with their recently discovered
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grandmother, Relda Grimm. The girls learn that
they are descendants of the Brothers Grimm,
whose famous tome of fairy tales is actually a
history book. The girls are pitted against a giant,
who has been rampaging through town. But who
set the giant loose in the first place? Was it
Mayor Charming (formerly Prince Charming),
who has plans to get his kingdom back? The
Three Not-So-Little Pigs, now working as police
officers? Or a giant-killer named Jack, currently
working at a Big & Tall store? With an
irresistible combination of adventure and
imagination, the Sisters Grimm series injects
classic fairy tales with modern day sensibilities
and suspense, creating a fantastical combination
readers of all ages will love. “Kids will love
Sabrina and Daphne’s adventures as much as I
did.” —Sarah Michelle Gellar, star of Buffy the
Vampire Slayer and I Know What You Did Last
Summer “Adventure, laughs, and surprises kept
me eagerly turning the pages.” —R. L. Stine,
author of the Goosebumps series “Why didn’t I
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

think of The Sisters Grimm? What a great
concept!” —Jane Yolen, award-winning author
“Terrific, head-spinning series . . . Rich in wellset-up surprises and imaginatively tweaked
characters, this tongue-in-cheek frolic features
both a pair of memorable young sleuths and a
madcap plot with plenty of leads into future
episodes.” —Kirkus Reviews, starred review
“Enormously entertaining, the book takes the
fractured fairy-tale genre to new heights.”
—Time Out New York Kids “An idea that will
make other children’s book writers, and tons of
aspiring ones, kick themselves for not thinking
of it first.” —The San Antonio Express-News “A
page-turner that incorporates humor, tension,
suspense and a wild cast of characters, readers
will have trouble putting this novel down.” —The
Dallas Morning News “Quirky and reasonable
characters, engaging writing, fresh fairy tale
references, and a very real fantasy setting.”
—The Raleigh News and Observer, “Most
Promising New Series” “The twists and turns of
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the plot, the clever humor, and the behind-thescenes glimpses of Everafters we think we know,
will appeal to many readers.” —Kliatt, starred
review
Star of Fear, Star of Hope - Jo Hoestlandt
2000-01-01
Nine-year-old Helen is confused by the
disappearance of her Jewish friend during the
German occupation of Paris.
Times Squared - Julia DeVillers 2011-01-18
Identical twin sisters Payton and Emma Mills
have “traded faces” and created “twin-dentical
chaos” at school and at home. But you haven’t
seen anything yet. Payton and Emma are off to
“twin-vade” New York City! Payton’s drama club
plans a field trip to see an off-Broadway show,
and Emma’s mathletes team will compete in an
elite competition. Sounds twin-tastic! But Payton
never imagined the star of the show would be
Ashlynn, her old nemesis from summer camp
whose chores Payton traded for designer
clothes. Are Payton’s “Summer Slave” days
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

coming back to haunt her? Or will she be saved
by a flip-flop twin swap? Emma has her own
nemesis to face—she and Jazmine James are on
the same team. But teamwork? Not so much.
Since Jazmine is in it to win it…will Emma have
to “twin” it? Payton and Emma must do a ‘twinsformation’ to rescue each other again. And
again! (Not again!) Toss in cute boys, crazy
triplet poofy Pomeranian stage puppies, and
New York City and things get a little twin-sane.
Is the big city ready for Payton and Emma! (or is
it Emma and Payton?) and their mixed-up
mayhem? Which is which in the biggest twin
switch yet!
Jars of Hope - Jennifer Roy 2016
"Tells Irena Sendler's story of saving 2,500
children during the Holocaust"-Mindblind - Jennifer Rozines Roy 2010
A boy with Asperger's Syndrome proves he's a
genius.
Multiplication on the Farm - Jennifer Rozines
Roy 2007-01-15
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Reinforces multiplication and critical thinking
skills, and provides a better understanding of
the use of real-world math through examples
involving the running of a farm.
The Boy Who Dared - Susan Campbell Bartoletti
2017-05-30
A Newbery Honor Book author has written a
powerful and gripping novel about a youth in
Nazi Germany who tells the truth about Hitler.
Susan Campbell Bartoletti has taken one episode
from her Newbery Honor Book, Hitler Youth,
and fleshed it out into thought-provoking novel.
When 16-year-old Helmut Hubner listens to the
BBC news on an illegal short-wave radio, he
quickly discovers Germany is lying to the people.
But when he tries to expose the truth with
leaflets, he's tried for treason. Sentenced to
death and waiting in a jail cell, Helmut's story
emerges in a series of flashbacks that show his
growth from a naive child caught up in the
patriotism of the times , to a sensitive and
mature young man who thinks for himself.
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

The Color Purple - Alice Walker 2011-09-20
Winner of the Pulitzer Prize and the National
Book Award, this novel about a resilient and
courageous woman has become a Broadway
show and a cultural phenomenon. A PBS Great
American Read Top 100 Pick Celie has grown up
poor in rural Georgia, despised by the society
around her and abused by her own family. She
strives to protect her sister, Nettie, from a
similar fate, and while Nettie escapes to a new
life as a missionary in Africa, Celie is left behind
without her best friend and confidante, married
off to an older suitor, and sentenced to a life
alone with a harsh and brutal husband. In an
attempt to transcend a life that often seems too
much to bear, Celie begins writing letters
directly to God. The letters, spanning twenty
years, record a journey of self-discovery and
empowerment guided by the light of a few
strong women. She meets Shug Avery, her
husband’s mistress and a jazz singer with a zest
for life, and her stepson’s wife, Sophia, who
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challenges her to fight for independence. And
though the many letters from Celie’s sister are
hidden by her husband, Nettie’s unwavering
support will prove to be the most breathtaking of
all. The Color Purple has sold more than five
million copies, inspired an Academy
Award–nominated film starring Oprah Winfrey
and directed by Steven Spielberg, and been
adapted into a Tony-nominated Broadway
musical. Lauded as a literary masterpiece, this is
the groundbreaking novel that placed Walker “in
the company of Faulkner” (The Nation), and
remains a wrenching—yet intensely
uplifting—experience for new generations of
readers. This ebook features a new introduction
written by the author on the twenty-fifth
anniversary of publication, and an illustrated
biography of Alice Walker including rare photos
from the author’s personal collection. The Color
Purple is the 1st book in the Color Purple
Collection, which also includes The Temple of
My Familiar and Possessing the Secret of Joy.
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

The View from Saturday - E.L. Konigsburg
2010-12-21
HOW HAD MRS. OLINSKI CHOSEN her sixthgrade Academic Bowl team? She had a number
of answers. But were any of them true? How had
she really chosen Noah and Nadia and Ethan
and Julian? And why did they make such a good
team? It was a surprise to a lot of people when
Mrs. Olinski's team won the sixth-grade
Academic Bowl contest at Epiphany Middle
School. It was an even bigger surprise when
they beat the seventh grade and the eighth
grade, too. And when they went on to even
greater victories, everyone began to ask: How
did it happen? It happened at least partly
because Noah had been the best man (quite by
accident) at the wedding of Ethan's grandmother
and Nadia's grandfather. It happened because
Nadia discovered that she could not let a lot of
baby turtles die. It happened when Ethan could
not let Julian face disaster alone. And it
happened because Julian valued something
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important in himself and saw in the other three
something he also valued. Mrs. Olinski,
returning to teaching after having been injured
in an automobile accident, found that her
Academic Bowl team became her answer to
finding confidence and success. What she did
not know, at least at first, was that her team
knew more than she did the answer to why they
had been chosen. This is a tale about a team, a
class, a school, a series of contests and, set in
the midst of this, four jewel-like short stories -one for each of the team members -- that ask
questions and demonstrate surprising answers.
The Yellow Star - Carmen Agra Deedy 2002
This powerful and dignified story of heroic
justice is a story for all people and all times. The
book tells the legend of King Christian X of
Denmark. The ruling of the Nazis that all Danish
jews would have to display a yellow star on their
clothes frightened the Danes and their King. He
sought for guidance in the starry night sky, and
came up with a very simple answer. Everyone,
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

himself included, would wear a yellow star. The
book's focused and simplified approach allows
children to be exposed to an unpleasant subject
without feeling threatened. The seamless
interaction between the illustrations and the text
make this a fascinating and thought-provoking
piece of work.
Milkweed - Jerry Spinelli 2003-09-09
A stunning novel of the Holocaust from Newbery
Medalist, Jerry Spinelli. And don't miss the
author's highly anticipated new novel, Dead
Wednesday! He's a boy called Jew. Gypsy.
Stopthief. Filthy son of Abraham. He's a boy who
lives in the streets of Warsaw. He's a boy who
steals food for himself, and the other orphans.
He's a boy who believes in bread, and mothers,
and angels. He's a boy who wants to be a Nazi,
with tall, shiny jackboots of his own-until the day
that suddenly makes him change his mind. And
when the trains come to empty the Jews from
the ghetto of the damned, he's a boy who
realizes it's safest of all to be nobody. Newbery
9/16
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Medalist Jerry Spinelli takes us to one of the
most devastating settings imaginable-Nazioccupied Warsaw during World War II-and tells
a tale of heartbreak, hope, and survival through
the bright eyes of a young Holocaust orphan.
The Barren Grounds - David A. Robertson
2020-09-08
Narnia meets traditional Indigenous stories of
the sky and constellations in an epic middle
grade fantasy series from award-winning author
David Robertson. Morgan and Eli, two
Indigenous children forced away from their
families and communities, are brought together
in a foster home in Winnipeg, Manitoba. They
each feel disconnected, from their culture and
each other, and struggle to fit in at school and at
their new home -- until they find a secret place,
walled off in an unfinished attic bedroom. A
portal opens to another reality, Askí, bringing
them onto frozen, barren grounds, where they
meet Ochek (Fisher). The only hunter supporting
his starving community, Misewa, Ochek
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

welcomes the human children, teaching them
traditional ways to survive. But as the need for
food becomes desperate, they embark on a
dangerous mission. Accompanied by Arik, a
sassy Squirrel they catch stealing from the
trapline, they try to save Misewa before the icy
grip of winter freezes everything -- including
them.
Sylvia & Aki - Winifred Conkling 2013-07-09
Young Sylvia Mendez never expected to be at
the center of a landmark legal battle. Young Aki
Munemitsu never expected to be sent away from
her home and her life as she knew it. The two
girls definitely never expected to know each
other, until their lives intersected on a Southern
California farm in a way that changed the
country forever. Who are Sylvia and Aki? And
why did their family stories matter then and still
matter today? This book reveals the remarkable,
never-before-told story—based on true
events—of Mendez vs. Westminster School
District, the California court case that
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desegregated schools for Latino children and set
the stage for Brown vs. Topeka Board of
Education at the national level.
Take Two - Julia DeVillers 2011-08-02
Payton and Emma left a trail of chaos in their
wake when they “traded faces” just for fun. This
time they’ll switch places to help each other and
their friends out of a ginormous mess! Payton is
helping out on the middle school musical while
Emma puts her brains to use by tutoring—more
like “twotoring”—identical twin boys. But when
the boys turn out to be double trouble, Payton
and Emma’s worlds collide and lead to more
middle-school mix-ups and mayhem. In the end,
Payton and Emma realize that no matter what,
they have each other’s backs (as well as faces).
Cordially Uninvited - Jennifer Roy 2012-04-03
When eleven-year-old Claire is invited to serve
as a junior bridesmaid at the wedding of her
cousin, a commoner, to the Prince of England,
she learns that another, social-climbing junior
bridesmaid is trying to keep the wedding from
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

happening and it is up to Claire to stop her from
spoiling the big day.
The Misadventures of the Family Fletcher - Dana
Alison Levy 2015-07-14
”Fans of Beverly Cleary’s Quimbys, Judy Blume’s
Hatchers, and, more recently, Jeanne Birdsall’s
Penderwicks will fervently hope that more
Fletcher misadventures are yet to come.”
—School Library Journal, Starred The start of
the school year is not going as the Fletcher
brothers hoped. Each boy finds his plans for
success veering off in unexpected and
sometimes diastrous directions. And at home,
their miserable new neighbor complains about
everything. As the year continues, the boys learn
the hard and often hilarious lesson that
sometimes what you least expect is what you
come to care about the most. Praise for The
Misadventures of the Family Fletcher A Junior
Library Guild Selection [set star] ”Their banter
is realistic, and the disorder of their everyday
lives, convincing. The Fletcher family rules!”
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—Kirkus Reviews, Starred ”Dana Alison Levy has
gloriously reimagined the classic family story
into a thoroughly modern mold, and it works
perfectly.” —Bruce Coville, bestselling author of
My Teacher Is an Alien and the Unicorn
Chronicles [P1] [set star] ”With its semi-episodic
structure, laugh-out-loud humor, and mix of
zaniness and love, Levy’s debut offers something
truly significant: a middle-grade family story
featuring gay parents and interracial families
that is never about either issue.” —School
Library Journal, Starred ”Levy provides a
compelling, compassionate, and frequently
hilarious look at their daily concerns. By book’s
end readers will want to be part of (or at least
friends with) this delightful family.” —The Horn
Book
Take Two - Julia DeVillers 2010-01-26
Identical twins Payton and Emma continue to
navigate life in middle school as they serve their
punishment for having fooled people by trading
places, and they learn that their own identities
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

are usually best.
Prisoner B-3087 - Alan Gratz 2013-03-01
Survive. At any cost. 10 concentration camps. 10
different places where you are starved, tortured,
and worked mercilessly. It's something no one
could imagine surviving. But it is what Yanek
Gruener has to face. As a Jewish boy in 1930s
Poland, Yanek is at the mercy of the Nazis who
have taken over. Everything he has, and
everyone he loves, have been snatched brutally
from him. And then Yanek himself is taken
prisoner -- his arm tattooed with the words
PRISONER B-3087. He is forced from one
nightmarish concentration camp to another, as
World War II rages all around him. He
encounters evil he could have never imagined,
but also sees surprising glimpses of hope amid
the horror. He just barely escapes death, only to
confront it again seconds later. Can Yanek make
it through the terror without losing his hope, his
will -- and, most of all, his sense of who he really
is inside? Based on an astonishing true story.
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Yellow Star - Jennifer Rozines Roy 2009-01
In 1939, the Germans invaded the town of Lodz,
Poland, and moved the Jewish population into a
small part of the city called a ghetto. As the war
progressed, 270,000 people were forced to settle
in the ghetto under impossible conditions. At the
end of the war, there were 800 survivors. Of
those who survived, only twelve were children.
This is the story of Sylvia Perlmutter, one of the
twelve.
The Yellow Star - S. B. Unsdorfer 2014-09-01
In this now-classic Holocaust memoir, Simcha
Bunem Unsdorfer recounts his survival of the
Nazi camps. Clinging fiercely to his faith in God,
the nineteen-year-old Unsdorfer faced the
unspeakable horrors of Auschwitz and
Buchenwald with courage and moral defiance, a
testament to the abiding strength of the Jewish
spirit.
Ballpark Mysteries #13: The Capital Catch David A. Kelly 2017-03-14
Batter up! Baseball action and exciting
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

whodunits star in this series! Next up is
Washington D.C. and the Nationals team! Mike
and Kate are about to face their biggest, most
important mystery yet! Why? It involves the
president of the United States! The president’s
brother is a catcher on the Nationals baseball
team, and someone is stealing his equipment!
Can these super-sleuths help the commander in
chief catch a criminal? Ballpark Mysteries are
the all-star matchup of fun sleuthing and
baseball action, perfect for readers of Ron Roy’s
A to Z Mysteries and Matt Christopher’s sports
books, and younger siblings of Mike Lupica fans.
Each Ballpark Mystery also features Dugout
Notes, with more amazing baseball facts.
Cordially Uninvited - Jennifer Roy 2013-04-16
When eleven-year-old Claire is invited to serve
as a junior bridesmaid at the wedding of her
cousin, a commoner, to the Prince of England,
she learns that another, social-climbing junior
bridesmaid is trying to keep the wedding from
happening and it is up to Claire to stop her from
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spoiling the big day.
Same Sun Here - Neela Vaswani 2012-02-14
In this extraordinary novel in letters, an Indian
immigrant girl in New York City and a Kentucky
coal miner's son find strength and perspective
by sharing their true selves across the miles.
Meena and River have a lot in common: fathers
forced to work away from home to make ends
meet, grandmothers who mean the world to
them, and faithful dogs. But Meena is an Indian
immigrant girl living in New York City’s
Chinatown, while River is a Kentucky coal
miner’s son. As Meena’s family studies for
citizenship exams and River’s town faces
devastating mountaintop removal, this unlikely
pair become pen pals, sharing thoughts and, as
their camaraderie deepens, discovering common
ground in their disparate experiences. With
honesty and humor, Meena and River bridge the
miles between them, creating a friendship that
inspires bravery and defeats cultural
misconceptions. Narrated in two voices, each
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

voice distinctly articulated by a separate gifted
author, this chronicle of two lives powerfully
conveys the great value of being and having a
friend and the joys of opening our lives to others
who live beneath the same sun.
Direct Conversations: The Animated Films of
Tim Burton (Foreword by Tim Burton) - Tim
Lammers 2013-12-18
Throughout his career, movie journalist Tim
Lammers has talked with director Tim Burton
and the key players who helped bring the stopmotion films The Nightmare Before Christmas,
Corpse Bride, and Frankenweenie to life. Now
for the first time, Lammers has assembled the
stories from Burton and his band of creatives all
in one place. In Direct Conversations: The
Animated Films of Tim Burton, you will not only
hear from Burton, but Danny Elfman, Chris
Sarandon, Allison Abbate, Martin Landau, Elijah
Wood, Atticus Shaffer, Helena Bonham Carter,
Alan Rickman, the late Ray Harryhausen, and
more. The release of Direct Conversations: The
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Animated Films of Tim Burton comes as the
1993 classic The Nightmare Before Christmas
celebrates its 20th anniversary. Direct
Conversations: The Animated Films of Tim
Burton also includes a foreword by Tim Burton.
Trading Faces - Julia DeVillers 2008-12-30
In Trading Faces, identical twin sisters Emma
(the smart one) and Payton (the popular one)
start seventh grade at a brand-new school and
discover they’ve been assigned entirely different
schedules—so when they get sick of their
respective cliques, they secretly switch places.
What ensues is a hilarious yet poignant romp
from middle school to the mall as the twins learn
what it means to be true to yourself, even when
the rest of the world isn’t making it easy.
Double Feature - Julia DeVillers 2012-12-18
Twins Payton and Emma are off to Hollywood to
star in a TV commercial but nothing goes as
planned and it may take a twin switch or two to
help things work out.
The Person and the Situation - Lee Ross 2011
yellow-star-jennifer-roy

How does the situation we're in influence the
way we behave and think? Professors Ross and
Nisbett eloquently argue that the context we
find ourselves in substantially affects our
behavior in this timely reissue of one of social
psychology's classic textbooks. With a new
foreword by Malcolm Gladwell, author of The
Tipping Point.
Trading Faces - Julia DeVillers 2009-12-22
In Trading Faces, identical twin sisters Emma
(the smart one) and Payton (the popular one)
start seventh grade at a brand-new school and
discover they’ve been assigned entirely different
schedules—so when they get sick of their
respective cliques, they secretly switch places.
What ensues is a hilarious yet poignant romp
from middle school to the mall as the twins learn
what it means to be true to yourself, even when
the rest of the world isn’t making it easy.
Patterns in Nature - Jennifer Rozines Roy 2006
"Reinforces both pattern identification and
reading skills, stimulates critical thinking, and
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provides students with an understanding of math
in the real world"--Provided by publisher.
Playing Atari With Saddam Hussein Jennifer Roy 2018-02-06
At the start of 1991, eleven-year-old Ali Fadhil
was consumed by his love for soccer, video
games, and American television shows. Then, on
January 17, Iraq’s dictator Saddam Hussein went
to war with thirty-four nations led by the United
States. Over the next forty-three days, Ali and
his family survived bombings, food shortages,
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and constant fear. Ali and his brothers played
soccer on the abandoned streets of their Basra
neighborhood, wondering when or if their medic
father would return from the war front.
Cinematic, accessible, and timely, this is the
story of one ordinary kid’s view of life during
war.
Jars of Hope - Jennifer Roy 2016
"Tells Irena Sendler's story of saving 2,500
children during the Holocaust"--
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